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Tips for Smooth Sail
Kindly report to the Airport 3 hrs before the schedule Departure time for International Flights & 2 Hrs. for
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Domestic.

Kindly keep Photocopies of all your travel documents like Passport, Visa, Air ticket and Insurance separate from
the original.
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As per Airlines policies the maximum allowable weight for the check in baggage is 20 Kgs. for International
Sector. The allowance for cabin baggage is 01 piece weighing not more than 07 kgs per person. Any sharp object
like scissors, knives, shaving kit etc. cannot be kept in the hand luggage. The same has to be kept in your
check-in baggage. Please note that gels and other liquids should not exceed 100 ml and have to be carried in a
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quart size clear plastic zip lock bag.

Blue Bay recommends to take Travel Insurance policy for required Travel period.
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Kindly take care of your Travel Documents & Belongings and use safe at respective hotels.
The time and programme mentioned in our Itinerary is indicative. Kindly re-check the same with our
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representative / Guide and follow the same.
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While checking into the hotels, please wait in the lobby or coach as advised by the Tour Manager /representative.
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Crowding near him would only delay the check-in process.
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Kindly carry Adapter Plugs to charge your phones, cameras etc.
A tourist can carry up to USD $ 3000 or its equivalent in foreign currency per RBI rules & must purchase from RBI
Authorized Agents
As per BTQ up to USD $ 8000 can be purchased only by Travelers Cheque.
In case you are carrying Travelers Cheques please carry a photocopy of the receipt separately.
Indian Currency Cannot be carried more than Rs.10,000/- per person as per RBI & Custom Rules.
Kindly carry enough medicines that you require on a daily basis. Most pharmacies do not recognize prescriptions
by Indian doctors and to get a prescription by a local doctor could cost quite a bit.
In case you are carrying any food items they have to be properly sealed and may be checked at the customs on
landing.
We have designed your tour in a manner that you get to see the maximum number of places during your holiday
and get value for your money. This can be achieved by your co-operation in being punctual.

We however request you to assist us in keeping the coach neat and clean so that all of you can be comfortable
during your holiday. Please do not eat foodstuff in the coach as there is a possibility of some leftover falling all
over the coach.
We regret that in the interest of fellow customers, smoking and drinking alcoholic beverages is not permitted on
the coach.

